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Techno-teaching

What does this 
entail? 



By integration of technology and 
teaching. 
It is a simple yet complex solution to 

the new age of teaching.

It takes what older generations of 

teaching has put into place and 

revolutionizing teaching and learning. 



How does technology in classrooms 
benefit the teacher and learner? 

1.  It can enhance interaction and increase student engagement. 

2. Mobile Apps help in systemic learning. 

3. Mobile learning is accessible any time, any place. 

4. Increases the teacher/learner feedback and response. 

5. Apps can enable the teacher to decrease their paperwork. 



Utilizing Google Apps in the classroom



How do these Applications on Google 
help us? 

- By means of report back. 

- Students work much more efficiently when 

thinking its not school work. 

- Create an open environment. 

- Show interest in what they like and use it 

to your advantage. 

- Music, field trips, experiments, creative 

writing, reading, planning, research and 

revision  on terms work. 

- Learn how to harness these barriers every 

teacher faces and incorporate it into your 

lessons with quick tricks from Google. 







Assessment grid tracker 



Forms of assessment 





Google linked App for school 
- This app is used as an alternative to the 

norm. 

- Parents will be able to access notices, 

meetings, events and agendas relating to 

school business. 

- Easily accessible 

- Download from Google Play. 

- New form of communication between 

parents and school body. 

- Created by the IT team and the School 

Alumni. 

- Positive collaboration. 



Variety of Apps that can be used in class
-QR Codes (Kodable, Hopscoth, Codes Park Academy) 

-Google Classroom + Socrative 

-Blogger (Google blogger class, powtoon) 

-Google Keep (class notes, reading logs, book 

marking?) 

-Google Forms ( evaluations, exam scope, escape 

rooms) 

-Digital Portfolios ( personal time table, end of year 

analysis, academic performance) 

-Google Sites ( group forums, discussions, information) 





Questions?? 



Thank you


